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Open High Low Close % Cng OI

Gold 29254 29342 29203 29295 -0.03 6784
Silver 41801 41975 41200 41505 -0.94 12019

Alum. 123.1 125.7 122.7 125.65 2.03 1809
Copper 359.85 364.75 357.75 364.15 0.80 16868
Lead 138.45 141.3 137.65 140.05 0.18 2840
Nickel 605.1 617 602.6 612.8 0.86 35859
Zinc 164.1 170.2 162.4 169.9 2.72 4897

Crude 3316 3331 3283 3301 -1.11 11378
Nat. Gas 206.6 207.9 202.9 203.4 -1.98 4999

Cardamom 1166.1 1187.1 1160.2 1177.9 -0.08 948
Turmeric 6092 6170 6092 6132 0.76 20480

Jeera 19400 19585 19255 19375 -0.13 16806
Dhaniya 7120 7120 6982 7062 -0.70 54340

Wheat 1647 1650 1647 1650 -0.06 11280

Soyabean 2991 3058 2991 3050 1.43 123600
Ref. Oil 619.7 623.75 617.5 623.25 0.70 50340
CPO 512 516.8 510.1 516 1.14 4740
RMSeed 3824 3828 3807 3821 0.16 72010
Menthol 944 952 941.6 944.5 0.25 2044
Cotton 20980 21300 20980 21270 1.53 2757

USDINR 64.70 64.76 64.59 64.61 -0.04 1097701
EURINR 69.37 69.69 69.33 69.46 0.14 53419
GBPINR 82.85 83.06 82.68 82.74 -0.41 31637
JPYINR 59.40 59.48 59.22 59.26 -0.14 16093

1

Turmeric prices ended with gains as support seen due to rising exports demand at the spot market.
Currency

Jeera dropped on late profit booking after prices seen supported amid rising domestic and export demand.
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Natural gas prices have experienced a volatile week while settled down yesterday at 203.40 after government data. 

Ref soyoil ended with gains on short covering as there is steady demand in the domestic market from the stockists.
Cereals

Mentha oil prices gained on short covering amid rise in demand in the domestic spot market.
Oil and Oilseeds & Others

Soyabean prices gained as supplies are diminishing but the demand for crushing is intact due to encouraging soy 
meal exports.

Energy Copper prices gained as investors, speculators and consumers resumed buying after recent losses, expecting 
increased seasonal demand.

Zinc gained as the biggest gainer among other base metals on the back of robust gains in overnight London trading 
and buoyant equity markets.

Nickel prices gains tracking rise in LME prices reflecting a lack of immediately available supply.
Spices

Market Round upPrecious Metals

Gold held steady with tensions surrounding upcoming French elections on Sunday underpinning the safe-haven 
demand.

Base Metal
Silver prices edged lower amid fading demand despite jitters ahead of the French presidential election and ongoing 
geopolitical tensions over North Korea.

Crude dropped but held the psychologically important $50 mark while concerns over rising US oil production seen.



Fed’s Kaplan said that two more interest rate hikes this year remains possible but that the 
U.S. central bank has the flexibility to wait and see how the economy unfolds.

Gold held steady with tensions surrounding upcoming French elections on Sunday 
underpinning the safe-haven demand.
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CLOSE 41505 RES-1 41920

% CNG -0.94 RES-2 42335

Silver prices edged lower amid fading demand despite jitters ahead of the French presidential election and ongoing geopolitical tensions over North Korea. Polls ahead of the French vote, which begins this weekend, give both far-
right and far-left candidates a chance of making it into next month's run-off, though centrist candidate Emmanuel Macron is shown in the lead. Dallas Federal Reserve President Robert Kaplan said on Thursday that two more
interest rate hikes this year remains possible but that the U.S. central bank has the flexibility to wait and see how the economy unfolds. The Labor Department said Thursday, initial claims for state unemployment benefits
increased 10,000 to a seasonally adjusted 244,000 for the week ended April 15, which was higher than analysts’ forecast of 242,000. In a separate report, the Federal Reserve Bank of Philadelphia said that the Philly Fed
manufacturing index rose to a seasonally adjusted 22.0, from 32.8 in the preceding month. Trading volumes were thin, as investors awaited the outcome of the first round of the French presidential election. According to
Oddschecker, betting market probabilities of the far-right candidate Marine Le Pen or far-left candidate Melenchon making it into the second round are not insignificant at 24% and 11%, respectfully. Official voting polls for the
second round forecast that far-right candidate, Marine Le pen, would lose no matter who she is competing against, while Melenchon would only lose against centrist candidate Macron, who remained the clear favorite to emerge
victorious. Technically market is under fresh selling as market has witnessed gain in open interest by 2.68% to settled at 12019 while prices down -393 rupees, now Silver is getting support at 41145 and below same could see a
test of 40785 level, And resistance is now likely to be seen at 41920, a move above could see prices testing 42335.

SELL SILVER MAY 2017 @ 41850 SL 42000 TGT 41550-41220.MCX

The Labor Department said initial claims for state unemployment benefits increased 10,000 
to a seasonally adjusted 244,000 for the week ended April 15.

HIGH 41975 SUP-1 41145

LOW 41200 P.P. 41560

Gold held steady with tensions surrounding upcoming French elections on Sunday underpinning the safe-haven demand. New applications for U.S. jobless benefits rose slightly more than expected last week, but a drop in the
number of Americans on unemployment rolls to a 17-year low suggested the labour market continues to tighten. Dallas Federal Reserve President Robert Kaplan said on Thursday that two more interest rate hikes this year
remains possible but that the U.S. central bank has the flexibility to wait and see how the economy unfolds. Polls ahead of the two-round French presidential vote, which begins this weekend, give both far-right and far-left
candidates a chance of making it into next month's run-off, though centrist candidate Emmanuel Macron is shown in the lead. Security concerns took centre stage on Friday in the last days of France's tight presidential race in the
wake of a shooting in Paris which killed one policeman. The Trump administration had a simple but stark message for world financial leaders who gathered in Washington on Thursday amid worries about rising U.S. protectionism:
fair trade means tit-for-tat tariffs. Holdings of SPDR Gold Trust, the world's largest gold-backed exchange-traded fund, said its holdings fell 0.76 percent to 854.25 tonnes on Thursday from Wednesday. Gold prices in India were
at a premium this week as jewellers raised purchases ahead of a key festival, while higher prices kept bullion demand in check elsewhere in Asia. Technically market is under fresh selling as market has witnessed gain in open
interest by 1.27% to settled at 6784 while prices down -10 rupees, now Gold is getting support at 29218 and below same could see a test of 29141 level, And resistance is now likely to be seen at 29357, a move above could see
prices testing 29419.

MCX Silver May 2017 TRADING IDEA

OPEN 41801 SUP-2 40785 Silver trading range for the day is 40785-42335.

Polls ahead of the French vote, which begins this weekend, give both far-right and far-left 
candidates a chance of making it into next month's run-off.

Silver prices edged lower amid fading demand despite jitters ahead of the French 
presidential election and ongoing geopolitical tensions over North Korea.

CLOSE 29295 RES-1 29357
New applications for U.S. jobless benefits rose slightly more than expected last week, but a 
drop in the number of Americans on unemployment rolls to a 17-year low.

% CNG -0.03 RES-2 29419 BUY GOLD JUNE ABV 29225 SL 29135 TGT 28335-29495. MCX (BTST)

HIGH 29342 SUP-1 29218

LOW 29203 P.P. 29280

MCX Gold Jun 2017 TRADING IDEA

OPEN 29254 SUP-2 29141 Gold trading range for the day is 29141-29419.



Copper on MCX settled up 0.8% at 364.15 as investors, speculators and consumers resumed buying after recent losses, expecting increased seasonal demand. Three-month copper closed up 1.2 percent at $5,623 a tonne, after
closing slightly lower in the previous session when prices hit the weakest since early January at $5,530. It was supported by news that Indonesian workers at U.S. mining giant Freeport McMoran Inc will stage a month-long
protest against layoffs starting May 1. Union member Tri Puspital said the strike at the giant Grasberg copper mine in the eastern province of Papua was intended to disrupt production and that management had already been
informed. Grasberg copper mine produced 482,200 tonnes of copper in 2016. Grasberg copper mine just resumed operating after last lockout, which started on February 14, but met another strike soon, strengthening
expectation over lower global copper supply.  National Bureau of Statistics (NBS) data show China’s copper cathode output increased 8.5% year-on-year to 764,000 tonnes in March, the highest from December 2015.  Underlying
the healthy supply picture, the International Copper Study Group said the global world refined copper market showed a 51,000-tonne surplus in January. LME copper remained in a deep contango, indicating plentiful supply. The
discount of LME cash copper to the three-month contract CMCU0-3 was at $32.75 a tonne, not far from $35.25 seen earlier in the month, the biggest discount since June 2013. Technically market is under short covering as
market has witnessed drop in open interest by -7.23% to settled at 16868 while prices up 2.9 rupees, now Copper is getting support at 359.7 and below same could see a test of 355.2 level, And resistance is now likely to be
seen at 366.7, a move above could see prices testing 369.2.

BUY COPPER APR 2017 @ 364.00 SL 360.50 TGT 367.50-369.00.MCX

Rio Tinto cut its copper guidance to 500,000-550,000 tonnes from as much as 665,000 
tonnes as a result of a strike at the Escondida mine in Chile.

Prices also seen by news that Indonesian workers at U.S. mining giant Freeport McMoran 
Inc will stage a month-long protest against layoffs starting May 1.

Copper prices gained as investors, speculators and consumers resumed buying after recent 
losses, expecting increased seasonal demand.
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CLOSE 364.2 RES-1 366.7

% CNG 0.80 RES-2 369.2

HIGH 364.8 SUP-1 359.7

LOW 357.8 P.P. 362.2

Crudeoil on MCX settled down -1.11% at 3301 fell for a fourth straight session but WTI Crude oil held above the psychologically important $50 mark. Overall sentiments remain weak for Crude oil prices as concerns over rising US
oil production offset bullish comments from oil producers on a possible extension to the OPEC-led deal to cut global supply. In what was a volatile trading session, oil prices whipped in and out of positive territory but eventually
settled lower, despite bullish comments from OPEC members Saudi Arabia and Kuwait concerning a possible extension to the OPEC-led deal to cut global supply. Saudi Energy Minister Khalid al-Falih said “there is consensus
building [concerning a possible extension to the OPEC-led deal] but it’s not done yet”. In November last year, OPEC and other producers, including Russia agreed to cut output by about 1.8mbpd. The deal to cut supply came into
effect in January this year for a period of six-months until June. OPEC members are scheduled to meet in Vienna on May 25. Meanwhile rising U.S. oil production remained a concern for market participants, after the EIA reported
U.S. crude inventories fell less than expected for the week ended April 12. The glut in U.S. inventories came a day after the EIA’s monthly Drilling Productivity report showed U.S. shale production was set to rise to 5.19mbpd in
May. Crude prices remained close to the key $50 level and are on track to end the week in negative territory, after falling to a five-month low of $47.01 in March. Technically market is getting support at 3279 and below same
could see a test of 3257 level, And resistance is now likely to be seen at 3327, a move above could see prices testing 3353.

MCX Copper Apr 2017 TRADING IDEA

OPEN 359.9 SUP-2 355.2 Copper trading range for the day is 355.2-369.2.

CLOSE 3301 RES-1 3327
US crude oil production rose to 9.25mbpd, up almost 10% since mid-2016. US inventories of 
532mbls remained near all-time records reached in March.

% CNG -1.11 RES-2 3353 SELL CRUDE OIL @ 3315 SL ABV 3355 TGT 3280-3251. MCX (STBT)

OPEC members Saudi and Kuwait signaled that the OPEC, including Russia, would likely 
extend their oil output cut beyond June.

HIGH 3331 SUP-1 3279

LOW 3283 P.P. 3305

Crude dropped but held the psychologically important $50 mark while concerns over rising 
US oil production seen.

MCX Crudeoil May 2017 TRADING IDEA

OPEN 3316 SUP-2 3257 Crudeoil trading range for the day is 3257-3353.



The global market for refined nickel deepened its deficit to 4,400 tonnes in February from a 
deficit of 1,100 tonnes in January.

Nickel prices gains tracking rise in LME prices reflecting a lack of immediately available 
supply.

The most-traded zinc contract on the Shanghai Futures Exchange climbed more than 3 
percent to 21,915 yuan ($3,184) a tonne.

Zinc gained as the biggest gainer among other base metals on the back of robust gains in 
overnight London trading and buoyant equity markets.

HIGH 617.0 SUP-1 604.6

LOW 602.6 P.P. 610.8

Zinc on MCX settled up 2.72% at 169.9 as the biggest gainer among other base metals on the back of robust gains in overnight London trading and buoyant equity markets. Zinc was the biggest LME gainer with a jump of 3.2
percent to close at $2,632. World Bureau of Metal Statistics (WBMS) data show global zinc market was in 177,000 tonnes of deficit during January and February 2017, compared to 258,000 tonnes of deficit in 2016. Global refined
zinc output added 6.0% year-on-year in the first two months of the year. Consumption was up 7%, with 87,000 tonnes from Japan, up 16% year-on-year. Global refined zinc demand increased 143,000 tonnes on a yearly basis
during January-February. China’s apparent zinc consumption was 967,000 tonnes, representing 44% of global total. Expected shortages of zinc, a metal often favored by speculators, may not materialize this year because recent
price gains have spurred miners around the world to increase output. Zinc was the best performer on the London Metal Exchange last year with a surge of 60 percent and many investors and analysts had pegged the metal as
their top pick for 2017. It had gained as much as 16 percent by mid-February, but has given up most of those gains as some speculators got cold feet. Premiums for physical refined zinc in top consumer China, based on levels in
Shanghai warehouses, have slipped 15 percent so far this year to $110 per tonne, showing that refined metal supplies are healthy. Technically market is under fresh buying as market has witnessed gain in open interest by
5.06% to settled at 4897, now Zinc is getting support at 164.8 and below same could see a test of 159.7 level, And resistance is now likely to be seen at 172.6, a move above could see prices testing 175.3.

MCX Nickel Apr 2017 TRADING IDEA

OPEN 605.1

Nickel on MCX settled up 0.86% at 612.8 tracking rise in LME prices reflecting a lack of immediately available supply. Nickel used in steel-making, got a boost after iron ore and steel prices in China bounced back from a three-day
fall. The global market for refined nickel deepened its deficit to 4,400 tonnes in February from a deficit of 1,100 tonnes in January, data from the International Nickel Study Group showed. Refined nickel consumption of 169,000
tonnes outstripped refined production of 164,600 tonnes during February, it said. The first two months of the year showed a combined deficit of 5,500 tonnes compared to a surplus of 9,400 tonnes in the same period last year. 
World's nickel market was in deficit of 20,000 tonnes during the first two months of 2017, according to latest data from World Bureau of Metal Statistics (WBMS). According to WBMS, the supply deficit was 62,000 tonnes for the
whole year of 2016. Refined production from January to February 2017 was 272,100 tonnes and demand was 292,200 tonnes. During January to February, mine production was 311,000 tonnes, up 4,000 tonnes on a yearly
basis. During the same period, world’s nickel apparent demand was 18,600 tonnes higher than the previous year. Technically market is under short covering as market has witnessed drop in open interest by -1.2% to settled at
35859 while prices up 5.2 rupees, now Nickel is getting support at 604.6 and below same could see a test of 596.4 level, And resistance is now likely to be seen at 619, a move above could see prices testing 625.2.

BUY NICKEL APR ABV 610.00 SL BELOW 598.00 TGT 618.00-628.00. MCX (BTST)

Nickel daily stocks at Shanghai exchange came up by 60 tonnes. 
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CLOSE 612.8 RES-1 619.0

% CNG 0.86 RES-2 625.2

SUP-2 596.4 Nickel trading range for the day is 596.4-625.2.

CLOSE 169.9 RES-1 172.6 Zinc daily stocks at Shanghai exchange came down by 3781 tonnes. 

% CNG 2.72 RES-2 175.3 BUY ZINC APR 2017 @ 168.50 SL 167.00 TGT 170.00-171.50.MCX

HIGH 170.2 SUP-1 164.8

LOW 162.4 P.P. 167.5

MCX Zinc Apr 2017 TRADING IDEA

OPEN 164.1 SUP-2 159.7 Zinc trading range for the day is 159.7-175.3.



At Nizamabad market arrivals were reported at 15000 quintals, lower by 3000 quintals as 
against previous day.

Turmeric prices ended with gains as support seen due to rising exports demand at the spot 
market.

As per third advance estimates for 2016/17, production of Jeera in Gujarat revised down to 
2.12 lt, down 4% from its 2nd estimates.

Jeera dropped on late profit booking after prices seen supported amid rising domestic and 
export demand.

HIGH 6170 SUP-1 6094

LOW 6092 P.P. 6132

Jeera on NCDEX settled down by -0.13% at 19375 on late profit booking after prices seen supported amid rising domestic and export demand at the spot market. Moreover, restricted supplies in the domestic spot market due to
reports of lower production estimates in Gujarat also added support to jeera prices uptrend. Gujarat Agriculture Department has revised down jeera production in its 3rd advance estimates for 2016/17. As per third advance
estimates for 2016/17, production of Jeera in Gujarat revised down to 2.12 lt, down 4% from its 2nd estimates and almost 11% compared to last year production of 2.38 lt. The arrivals have been lower during the first half of
current month compared to second half of last month. As per data, during first half of April about 16,441 tonnes of jeera arrived compared to 22,108 during second half of last month. On the export front, country the exports
increase by 32.7% to 1,01,188 tonnes in first 10 month of marketing year 2016/17 as per the data release by Dept of commerce, GOI. At Rajkot market estimated market supply was at 720 quintal, lower by 300 quintal from
previous day’s arrivals. Exports will happen in spite of higher prices because there is no supplier of jeera available globally. Syria has a significant share at 30,000-40,000 tonnes, while Turkey is very small at 10,000 tonnes. In
Unjha, a key spot market in Gujarat, jeera edged down by -60.25 Rupees to end at 19021.9 Rupees per 100 kg.Technically market is under long liquidation as market has witnessed drop in open interest by -0.62% to settled at
16806, now Jeera is getting support at 19225 and below same could see a test of 19075 level, And resistance is now likely to be seen at 19555, a move above could see prices testing 19735.

NCDEX Turmeric May 2017 TRADING IDEA

OPEN 6092 SUP-2 6054 Turmeric trading range for the day is 6054-6210.

CLOSE

Turmeric on NCDEX settled up by 0.76% at 6132 as support seen due to rising exports demand at the spot market. Many traders and farmers expected good sales of turmeric during the peak period, which started a month ago.
But, this year, for the first time in recent history, both farmers and traders are in agony due to poor production and tepid demand from North India. Turmeric arrivals in the country is sliding in the last fortnight to 40,014 tonnes
(Apr 1-15) compared to 53,762 tonnes during second half of March, as per the data. On the export front, country exported about 89,704 tonnes during April-Jan period, up by 28.3% compared to last year exports of 69,870
tonnes, as per government data. There are expectations of improved demand in coming weeks as prices are lower. At Nizamabad market arrivals were reported at 15000 quintals, lower by 3000 quintals as against previous day.
The price of turmeric remained low, with even the good quality varities selling at low prices. At the Erode Turmeric Merchants Association salesyard, the finger variety sold at Rs. 5,678-7,691 a quintal, and the root variety at Rs.
5,499-6,716. At the Regulated Marketing Committee, finger turmeric sold at Rs. 6,479-7,499, root variety at 6,219-7,069. At the Erode Cooperative Marketing Society, finger turmeric sold at Rs. 6,431-7,486, and the root variety
at Rs. 6,239-6,799. In Nizamabad, a major spot market in AP, the price ended at 5800 Rupees dropped -50 Rupees.Technically now Turmeric is getting support at 6094 and below same could see a test of 6054 level, And
resistance is now likely to be seen at 6172, a move above could see prices testing 6210.
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CLOSE 6132 RES-1 6172

% CNG 0.76 RES-2 6210 BUY TURMERIC MAY 2017 @ 6100 SL 6000 TGT 6240-6380.NCDEX

NCDEX accredited warehouses turmeric stocks dropped by 318 tonnes to 3208 tonnes.

19375 RES-1 19555 NCDEX accredited warehouses jeera stocks gained by 21 tonnes to 894 tonnes.

% CNG -0.13 RES-2 19735 BUY JEERA MAY 2017 @ 19200 SL 19050 TGT 19380-19500.NCDEX

HIGH 19585 SUP-1 19225

LOW 19255 P.P. 19405

NCDEX Jeera May 2017 TRADING IDEA

OPEN 19400 SUP-2 19075 Jeera trading range for the day is 19075-19735.



DAILY MARKET LEVEL FOR METAL AND ENERGY

Mentha oil on MCX settled up by 0.25% at 944.5 on short covering amid rise in demand in the domestic spot market. Further, tight stocks position on restricted supplies from producing regions, too supported mentha oil prices.
However, some gains were capped on the speculation that the area under cultivation can increase this year resulting good production. A better price recovery in mentha oil is expected to boost production of the crop by 12% this
year. A large number of small and marginal farmers from Uttar Pradesh, Himachal Pradesh, Haryana and other places sowed mentha in January. India exported 21,150 metric tonnes of mentha and allied products, valued at Rs
2,577.59 crore in FY16, according to the Spices Board of India. This was 15.87% in value terms of the total spices exported. Sentimental weakness will continious for mentha demand as the key consumption sector (Tobacco
products) is witnesing slow down in demand. Prices had been under pressure since March after Yogi Adityanath, the Chief Minister of Uttar Pradesh, has banned paan chewing and gutka or tobacco in all government offices in the
state. Trade sources estimate that total area under Mentha planting has dropped by 20% to 1.75 lakh ha this season resulting into a proportionate fall in Mentha oil production this year. Mentha oil spot at Sambhal closed at
1103.50 per 1kg. Spot prices was up by Rs.8.50/-.Technically market is under short covering as market has witnessed drop in open interest by -7.59% to settled at 2044 while prices up 2.4 rupees, now Menthaoil is getting
support at 940 and below same could see a test of 935.6 level, And resistance is now likely to be seen at 950.4, a move above could see prices testing 956.4.

SELL MENTHA OIL APR @ 944 SL ABV 954 TGT 937-930. MCX (STBT)

Further, tight stocks position on restricted supplies from producing regions, too supported 
mentha oil prices.

Mentha oil prices gained on short covering amid rise in demand in the domestic spot market.

Mentha oil spot at Sambhal closed at 1103.50 per 1kg. Spot prices was up by Rs.8.50/-.
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Positive Positive

SPREAD 115 572 41.00 6.50 4.05 0.60 6.40

TREND Negative Negative Negative Negative Positive Positive Positive

0.20

596.4 121.7
29218 41145 3279 201.5 359.7

OI 6784 12019 11378 4999 16868 4897 35859 1809
157.0 590.2 120.7

164.8 604.6 123.7
159.7

P. POINT 29280 41560 3305 204.7 362.2

29079 40370 3231 196.5 352.7
SUPPORT 29141 40785 3257 199.7 355.2

366.7 172.6 619.0 126.7
167.5 610.8 124.7

RESISTANCE
29496 42695 3375 211.5 373.7 180.4 633.4 129.7
29419 42335 3353 209.7 369.2 175.3 625.2 127.7
29357 41920 3327 206.5

CLOSE 29295 41505 3301 203.4

LEAD

140.1

CLOSE 944.5 RES-1 950.4

% CNG 0.25 RES-2 956.4

364.15 169.9 612.8 125.65

COMMODITIES GOLD SILVER CRUDE NAT.GAS COPPER ZINC NICKEL ALUMINUM

HIGH 952.0 SUP-1 940.0

LOW 941.6 P.P. 946.0

MCX Menthaoil Apr 2017 TRADING IDEA

OPEN 944.0 SUP-2 935.6 Menthaoil trading range for the day is 935.6-956.4.



12:30pm EUR 53.2 53.3

12:30pm EUR 57.2 57.5

1:00pm EUR 58.1 58.3

1:00pm EUR 55.5 55.6

1:30pm EUR 56.1 56.2

1:30pm EUR 56 56

1:30pm EUR 26.3B 24.1B

7:00pm USD 0 0

7:15pm USD 53.9 53.3

7:15pm USD 53.7 52.8

7:30pm USD 5.61M 5.48M
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0

A recovery in China's industrial sector, which accounts for about one-third of the economy, drove
China's better-than-expected first quarter economic growth as export orders picked up and steel output
hit a record. Data from the National Bureau of Statistics showed the industrial sector grew 6.5 percent
in the first quarter from a year earlier, its fastest pace since the fourth quarter of 2014. On Monday,
China reported first quarter growth of 6.9 percent, the quickest in six quarters. Within the industrial
sector, manufacturing grew 7.0 percent compared with the first quarter last year. The other bright spot
was the retail and wholesale sector, which also expanded at the fastest pace since the end of 2014. In
January-March, the annual growth pace was 7.4 percent, compared with 5.8 percent a year earlier,
data showed. However, growth in the construction industry slowed to 5.3 percent from 5.9 percent at
the end of last year and has decelerated for four straight quarters, despite rising investment in
infrastructure and the real estate industry.

NEWS YOU CAN USE

French Flash Services PMI

German Flash Manufacturing PMI

German Flash Services PMI

Flash Manufacturing PMI

Flash Services PMI

Current Account

DAY

8

The German government believes an interest rate increase by the European Central Bank (ECB) would
help to reduce Germany's often-criticized export surplus, the Funke Mediengruppe newspaper chain
reported. The newspaper cited an eight-page paper prepared by the German finance and economics
ministries which Finance Minister Wolfgang Schaeuble plans to present at the spring meeting of the
International Monetary Fund later this week. Schaeuble is a longtime critic of the ECB's current ultra-
low interest rate policy. The new paper does not call for the ECB to raise interest rates, but said tighter
monetary policy would be in line with European economic recovery and would reduce Germany's current
account surplus due to an expected strengthening of the euro. "Economic growth in the eurozone and
inflationary developments could spur the ECB to begin a normalization of its monetary policy," the paper
said, according to the media report. "A stronger euro would automatically reduce the trade surplus." A
senior German government official on Tuesday said it expected additional pressure from Washington to
cut its surplus at IMF and G20 meetings this week. The German government paper reiterated Berlin's
view that the trade surplus was mainly due to the quality of its products and the decisions of private
consumers and companies.

China's steel output rose 1.8 percent in March to a monthly record of 72 million tonnes, stoking worries
of a glut that continues to grow even as Beijing tries to rein in excess capacity in the bloated sector and
demand remains flat. March's monthly total easily beat the previous record of 70.65 million tonnes hit in
March 2016, data from the National Bureau of Statistics showed. In the first quarter, production totalled
201.1 million tonnes, up 4.6 percent from the same period a year earlier, the data also showed. The
growing production as Chinese mills bid to profit from prices that soared in 2016 and into this year are
undermining the government's years-long push to cut capacity to make the steel industry more efficient
and tackle smog. Beijing's crackdown has mainly targeted low-grade products like rebar, used mostly
for construction. Rising inventory levels and recent falls in the prices, though, suggest output has been
growing faster than China's actual demand. Over 2016, steel rebar futures gained more than 70
percent, and they are still up nearly 10 percent so far this year.

The government held 8.06 mln tn wheat in its stocks at the beginning of the current marketing year,
sharply lower than 14.54 mln tn last year, an official with Food Corp of India said. Government stocks
are lower this year due to poor output in the last two years, and high sales through the government's
open market auctions to manage supply in wholesale markets. However, stocks are likely to be
replenished now that the government has already started wheat procurement for the current marketing
year and aims to purchase 33 mln tn against 22.9 mln tn bought last year. The procurement is likely to
be higher than previous year as the country is looking at record wheat output this year. As of
Tuesday, the government had procured 3.9 mln tn wheat from farmers across the country, up 7.4%
from a year ago, a release said. Procurement is likely to speed up in coming days as arrivals in Uttar
Pradesh, Punjab and Haryana are yet to peak, officials said. Uttar Pradesh, Punjab and Haryana
together account for two-thirds of total wheat output in the country. Other than wheat, government
had 23.08 mln tn rice in its stocks as of Apr 1, higher than 22.16 mln tn a year ago, the FCI official said.
Adding wheat and rice, total food grain stocks with the government on Apr 1 were 31.14 mln tn, down
from 36.70 mln tn a year ago.  

Red chilli farmers, in distress this summer following the collapse of prices in the Guntur market yard,
the country’s biggest, can now heave a sigh of relief: the State government has formulated the
guidelines for a market intervention exercise, which should lift up prices. According to the guidelines
formulated by the State marketing department officials, the market intervention exercise will begin from
April 20 and continue up to June 30. However, the market will remain closed from May 12 to June 11
for summer holidays. During that period, the scheme will not be in operation. Under the guidelines of
the scheme, every farmer can get an additional benefit of Rs. 1,500 per quintal, subject to a ceiling of
20 quintals, and the price per quintal should not exceed Rs. 8,000 inclusive of the Rs. 1,500 per quintal
being offered by the government. The scheme is applicable to tenant farmers as well. To avail of the
benefits, farmers should produce photostat copies of their Aadhaar cards and bank accounts. Market
yard chairman M Subba Rao said the chilli stocks lying with farmers would be bought at the price fixed
by the government, which would be a great relief to the farmers.
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